
Movie 
Magic
The following lesson plans, learning activities  
& suggested assessment tasks are designed  
for teachers of Media Arts in the Australian 
Curriculum for students in years 5 & 6. 
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Curriculum connections

Content descriptions
• Develop skills with media technologies to shape space, time, movement  
 and lighting within images, sounds and text (ACAMAM063 - Scootle)
• Plan, produce and present media artworks for specific audiences and  
 purposes using responsible media practice (ACAMAM064 - Scootle)

General Capabilities

Information and Communication Technology (ICT) Capability

Recognise intellectual property
• identify the legal obligations regarding the ownership and use  
 of digital products and apply some referencing conventions

Personal and Social Capability

Work independently and show initiative
• assess the value of working independently, and taking  
 initiative to do so where appropriate

Become confident, resilient and adaptable
• devise strategies and formulate plans to assist in the completion  
 of challenging tasks and the maintenance of personal safety

Work collaboratively
• contribute to groups and teams, suggesting improvements in  
 methods used for group investigations and projects

Years 5 & 6
Media arts

Images sourced from pexels.com

http://www.scootle.edu.au/ec/search?accContentId=ACAMAM063
http://www.scootle.edu.au/ec/search?accContentId=ACAMAM064


Few products face the challenge of being unlawfully 
available, globally, to billions of consumers with an internet 
connection. But screen content does. In 2018 there were 
an estimated 5.4 billion downloads of pirated films and 
television shows and 21.4 billion visits to streaming piracy 
sites worldwide . 

Despite the increasing number of legal content services, 
these piracy numbers are not reducing substantially  
year-on-year.

It is increasingly important to encourage behavioural 
change, particularly in young Australians, by revealing the 
creative process and emphasising the sense of ownership 
they might have when they create their own films.  

Throughout the resource, you will see quotes from  
Australian and international music, film and television  
professionals, working in a range of roles. They aim to 
draw attention to the commercial, structural and  
personal impact of content piracy.

Online piracy of content deprives the copyright  
owners of their right to control the distribution of  
their content.  People are far less likely to subscribe to 
legitimate services when they feel entitled to pirate  
content and this undermines the legitimate market.  
Piracy also causes significant financial losses to  
content creators and distributors.

Global Innovation Policy Center, Impacts of Digital Video Piracy on the U.S. Economy, June 2019 M OV I E  M AG I C  |  2

Education is absolutely critical to  
tackling online copyright infringement,  
and encouraging greater use of legal  
services - as opposed to pirate sites 
- will help ensure that our creative  
industries continue to provide jobs  
and growth for years to come.

This resource was commissioned by Creative Content Australia - a not-for-profit  
association representing many professional individuals and companies involved in  
the production and distribution of films and TV programs. 

Christine Payne - General Secretary of Equity & 
Chair of the Creative Coalition Campaign

Introduction

“

“

1
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As you complete your Movie Magic unit of work, your teacher will use this rubric to let you know how you are going. 

Assessment rubric

Very High (5 marks)

Media  
roles poster

High (4 marks) Medium (3 marks) Low (2 marks) Very Low (1 mark)

A very detailed understanding  
of your assigned media role.

The shotlist and storyboards give 
precise details on the use of  
framing, composition and camera 
movement. They convey a well- 
developed story and could be  
used by another filmmaker to 
create the film exactly as  
you had imagined it. 

The film is edited smoothly. You 
create a sense of continuity by 
cutting on action. Your direction  
of this scene ensures that you 
have enough coverage to do  
this successfully.

You have used royalty free music 
that is appropriate to your  
production and helps to tell the 
story in an engaging way. 

Highly appropriate use of shot 
size, camera movement, lighting, 
framing and mise en scène.

Your characters are always audible 
and the recording isn’t affected by 
background noise. 

Effective collaboration with your 
group to produce an entertaining 
short film.

A detailed understanding  
of your assigned media role.

The shotlist and storyboards 
give details on the use of framing,  
composition and camera  
movement. They convey a well- 
developed story and could be  
used by another filmmaker to 
create the film.

The film is edited well. You create 
a sense of continuity by cutting on 
action. Your direction of this scene 
ensures that you have enough 
coverage to do this successfully.

You have used royalty free  
music that is appropriate to  
your production and helps to  
tell the story. 

Good use of shot size, camera 
movement, lighting, framing and 
mise en scène.

Your characters are mostly audible 
and the conversation isn’t affected 
by background noise.

Mostly effective collaboration  
with your group to produce an 
entertaining short film.

A clear understanding  
of your assigned media role.

The shotlist and storyboards give  
a sense of how you want to use 
framing, composition and camera 
movement. They convey a clear 
story.

The film is generally edited well. 
You create a sense of continuity 
by cutting on action. There may be 
some issues with continuity. When 
cutting between two different  
takes, you need to ensure that  
your actor has done exactly the 
same thing in both shots.

You have used royalty free music.

Appropriate use of shot size,  
camera movement, lighting,  
framing and mise en scène.

Your characters are generally  
audible, there may be some  
background noise which affects  
the recording.

Some collaboration enabled the 
production of a short film. 

Some understanding of your 
assigned media role.

The shotlist and storyboards give   
some sense of how you want to 
use framing, composition and  
camera movement to tell a story. 

There are quite a few continuity 
issues with your editing. When  
cutting between two different 
takes, you need to ensure that  
your actor has done exactly the 
same thing in both shots.

Your film uses a combination of 
copyright and royalty free music. 
This music may not fit your story.

Generally appropriate use of shot 
size, camera movement, lighting, 
framing and mise en scène. There 
may be some instances where 
these elements are used clumsily. 

Your characters are sometimes 
audible and background noise 
interferes with the recording.

Clearer communication and an equal contribution from all members 
would have enabled you to make a more complete short film. 

Little understanding of your  
assigned media role. 

The shotlist and storyboards give  
little sense of how you want to use  
framing, composition and camera  
movement to tell a story. 

There are many continuity issues. 
When cutting between two 
different takes, you need to ensure 
that your actor has done exactly 
the same thing in both shots. The 
scene feels disjointed and doesn’t 
make sense. 

Your film uses music that is  
copyright. This music may not  
fit your story.

Inappropriate use of shot size, 
such as frequent long shots. Shots 
are poorly lit. Little attention has 
been paid to aesthetically pleasing 
composition.

Your characters aren’t very audible, 
background noise significantly 
affects the recording.

Pre-production

Editing

Music

Cinematography

Sound

Collaboration



Duration
100 minutes

Learning intention
Discover the people and processes involved in  
making movies.

What you’ll need
• ‘Making Movies’ poster
• Markers

Getting started
Making a movie is a long and complicated process that 
involves many people. Depending on the size and budget 
of the movie, it can also take many years. 

Activity
With a partner, write and/or illustrate everything you know 
about making a movie on one side of the ‘Making Movies 
Poster’. You might write about:

• the stages involved in making a movie
• the people involved
• technologies and processes used to make a film

When you are done writing and illustrating the poster, 
share what you know with the class. 
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Lesson 1:

The media  
production process

Art is making something out of nothing 
and selling it. Fancy anyone wanting to 
have control over the things they have 
created with their own money and  
labour… If we were talking about a  
physical product, there would be no  
argument from anyone but because  
it is delivered digitally that somehow 
removes all rights of the owners in  
the eyes of the public. 

Why is that? Why is it acceptable to 
sell a car for $70,000 that only cost 
$10,000 to manufacture yet completely 
unjustifiable for a company who spent 
$100million making a film to execute 
a fair and reasonable business plan to 
recoup those costs and make enough 
profit to fund the next one?  

“

Frank Zappa - Musician

“



Making movies poster

WORKSHEET 1:
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Watch Making Movies: Introduction in which writer, director and actor Matilda 
Brown tells you about the process of making a film: from the development of  
an idea to its release in a cinema. Taking an average of four years to go from  
an idea to a finished film, it’s a complex process involving tons of equipment,  
hundreds of people and a great deal of hard work.

Activity: The film production process

As you are watching the video, write down five things that you didn’t know about film production. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

Activity: Digging deeper

In the video with Matilda Brown, you were given a crash course in the film production process. Now it’s time to  
find out a bit more. Use the Making Movies interviews to find out what is involved in each stage. After you’ve  
watched each video, jot down a sentence explaining what is involved in each role on Worksheet 2.

M OV I E  M AG I C  |  6

Learning more

https://nothingbeatstherealthing.org.au/making-movies/introduction/
https://nothingbeatstherealthing.org.au/making-movies-interviews/


Stages & roles

WORKSHEET 2:
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Job Stage Description
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Stages & roles
Job Stage Description



Now that you’ve learned a little more about 
the film production process, have a go at the 
Making Movies Kahoot to test your knowledge 
against your classmates! 
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Wrapping it up

We’ve all seen the enormous list of credits at the end of a movie - a list  
of the hundreds of people who work on films, mainly on a freelance basis,  
- ordinary people, like me - who depend on this wonderful industry to make 
a living. Each stage in the life cycle of making movies is complex and involves 
plenty of professionals, tons of technology and a tidal wave of persistence 
and hard work. And of course, a mountain of money!

Matilda Brown - Writer, Director, Actor

“

“

https://create.kahoot.it/v2/share/making-movies/4ce3ed78-8885-44aa-85be-793b989158b5



Duration
100 minutes

Learning intention
Discover the people and processes involved in making movies.

What you’ll need
The Making Movies videos available at: https://nothingbeatstherealthing.org.au/education-resources/making-movies/ 

Getting started
In the previous activities, you discovered that filmmaking involves six stages:

DEVELOPMENT

Development is the process of taking a story to the point where it is ready for funding and production. This stage in the 
filmmaking process can take, on average, three to four years or, in some cases, even longer. During this time, producers 
work with writers and directors to develop the story and to find investors willing to provide the money needed to make  
the film. 

PRE-PRODUCTION

Pre-production takes place when the film has been financed and is the process of planning a film. It involves finalising  
the script, developing storyboards as well as scheduling, casting, finding locations, making costumes, sets and props and 
planning special effects: essentially making all of the arrangements to film the movie. 

PRODUCTION

Production is the process of shooting all the scenes written in the script, both in a studio or on location. There are many 
people involved in this stage including actors, the director, stunt performers, hair and make-up artists and the camera  
and sound crews. 

M OV I E  M AG I C  |  1 0

Lesson 2:

Media roles



Activity:

1. Your teacher will give you one of the following roles: producer, production designer, assistant director,  
             production runner, camera assistant, distribution executive, editor, film programmer, hair and makeup  
             artist, marketing manager, music composer, stunt performer, vehicle supervisor, visual effects supervisor. 

2. When you have been given a role, work with a partner to create a poster about your assigned role.  
            
Start by:
 a. Watching the Making Movies video about your role. 
 b. Watching the other videos provided about this role. 
 c. Create a poster that includes:
  i. The name of the role.
  ii. The duties they typically complete on a film set. 

  iii. A list of interesting facts that you discovered about this role. 

M OV I E  M AG I C  |  1 1

Learning more

POST-PRODUCTION 

Post-production is the process of putting a film together. During this stage, film and sound editors work together  
to assemble the footage and sound recorded during production. Visual effects are created and music is written  
for the film.  

DISTRIBUTION

Distribution is the process of getting a finished film in front of an audience. The distributor works with exhibitors to 
screen the film in cinemas and handles the advertising of the film to ensure that as many people as possible know 
about the film and go to see it. 

EXHIBITION

Exhibition involves screening films to audiences in cinemas. The exhibitor doesn’t only sell tickets, popcorn and ice-cream. 
They sell the experience of going to the movies including the quality high-tech image projection, sound equipment, 
comfortable seating and the atmosphere of watching a film in a cinema.



When you have become an expert  
on this role in the film production  
process, explain what you have  
learned to the class. Choose one  
of the videos you watched to  
share with the other students. 
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Wrapping it up

Not everybody who makes a  
film is part of a large corporation.  
I’m an independent filmmaker  
who spends years developing and 
creating projects. The assumption 
that everyone in the film industry  
is rich is so wide of the mark. Crews 
are diverse – drivers, florists, the 
mechanic who runs the generator – 
everyday working-class people.

Marcus Gillezeau - Producer, Firelight Productions 

“

“
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Film production roles

There’s a reason that, when a film wins the Academy 
Award® for Best Picture, it’s the producers who receive 
the award rather than the director. While people often 
know the names of directors, they usually don’t know the 
names of producers. Producers work behind the scenes 
to organise the financial and business side of filmmaking. 
They often begin work years before a film is released. 

It’s the producer’s job to finish the film on time and  
on budget and ensure it delivers the creative vision  
promised to the investors. Producers usually have great 
organisational skills, an understanding of finance and  
get along with a range of people. They continue to  
take responsibility for the film years after it has been 
completed.

Producer

During development and pre-production, the producer  
oversees the process required to get the movie into  
production. This includes securing the rights to the script, 
organising funding and hiring the director. The producer 
oversees all key commercial and creative decisions such  
as the schedule, locations and actors.

During production, the producer is responsible for ensuring 
that the shoot stays on time and budget and that the 
investors are kept informed of progress. 

During post-production, the producer continues to manage 
the budget and schedule and to assist the distributor with 
the publicity strategy. 

After its release, the producer continues working with  
distributors and monitors how much money the film is  
making.

Despite the myth that they are overpaid, the reality is  
that for their years of hard work, producers usually receive 
a small percentage of the total budget and often re-invest 
that into the production. They might also have a share of 
the revenue if the film is profitable. It’s definitely one of  
the toughest jobs in the industry.

Further reading
• How Stuff Works: The responsibilities  
 of a movie producer
• New York Film Academy: So what exactly  
 is a film producer?
• Career Girls: Producers & Directors

If we get to the pointy end where we as filmmakers get everything right, produce 
something entertaining, which people love, but the film cannot expect a decent 
return because pirates steal it - then it’s over. It’s not a viable business and  
ultimately quality Australian films won’t get made.

Nelson Woss - Producer, Red Dog 

“

“

https://entertainment.howstuffworks.com/movie-producer2.htm
https://www.nyfa.edu/student-resources/so-what-exactly-is-a-film-producer/
https://www.careergirls.org/career/producer-director/
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The production designer works with the director, producer 
and the director of photography to develop the ‘look’  
of a film. They have overall responsibility for studio sets, 
location construction, set dressing, props, vehicles, animals 
and weapons. They help to ensure that each department—
such as costume, hair and make-up and special effects—
work together to achieve a consistent look.  

During development, they work with the director to  
establish the visual style of the film. They might collect 
images from books, magazines and the internet to  
demonstrate how the film will look and help communicate 
this to other people, including possible actors and directors. 

Production Designer

The production designer is responsible for the art  
department, often one of the biggest teams on a film 
production. The art department includes a number of 
people, such as:

• The construction manager, carpenters, painters  
 and welders who build sets and modify locations
• Artists who paint backdrops
• Set decorators who ‘dress’ sets and locations
• Prop buyers who purchase or hire props
• Gardeners who look after plants on set
• Vehicle coordinators select and maintain cars for  
 the film
• Animal wranglers provide and care for animals  
 on the set – anything from insects to elephants  
 - and get them to “perform”.

The production designer finishes work at the end of the 
shoot but some members of their team continue to 
dismantle the sets, dispose of materials, return hired set 
dressings, as well as sell off or donate remaining items.

Further reading
• New York Film Academy: What does a production  
 designer do?
• Career Girls: Shauna Williams, Production Designer
• From concept to the silver screen: The real  
 magic behind Fantastic Beasts and Where to  
 Find Them

On a film production, the director is concerned with the 
creative side of filmmaking—which includes performances, 
lighting and camera movement. The assistant director helps 
by ensuring that the set is well-organised and people  
know where they need to be. In pre-production, the  
first assistant director breaks down the script into a well-
planned schedule. During filming, the first assistant director 
is always at the director’s side, organising the work on set, 
and fielding the many questions that arise. Part of their  
job involves completing a daily shot list which includes a  
list of everything that needs to be filmed in the best  
order possible.

When shooting is about to start, it’s the first AD who calls 
for quiet and final checks. They call “roll sound.” When the 
sound department confirms sound is rolling, the first AD 
gets the clapper loader to mark the shot with the slate. 
Then, it’s the director’s job to get the actors to begin by 
calling “Action.”

Assistant Director

Further reading
• Screen Skills: Assistant Director

https://www.nyfa.edu/student-resources/what-does-a-production-designer-do/
https://www.careergirls.org/role-model/production-designer/
https://www.thedrum.com/news/2017/02/25/concept-the-silver-screen-the-real-magic-behind-fantastic-beasts-and-where-find-them
https://www.screenskills.com/careers/job-profiles/film-and-tv-drama/production-management/assistant-director/
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Runners spend their days completing a wide array of tasks 
on a film set. These may include photocopying, picking up 
actors, delivering packages, returning equipment, organising 
coffee and generally being useful.

In the early weeks of pre-production, the runner’s main 
tasks are to provide support for meetings and rehears-
als. They may also help actors get to and from costume 
fittings and rehearsals.

In the final week of pre-production, the runner provides 
support for the camera tests, distributes notices to nearby 
residents at locations, collects costumes and always keeps 
the busy production office fed and watered.

Runner

During production the runner picks up cast and brings 
them to set, picks up or returns camera or lighting  
equipment and delivers paperwork between set,  
office and editors.

At the end of the shooting day the runner collects the 
camera cards and hard drives from the data wrangler 
and takes them to the cutting room, and may drop  
some of the actors at home.

Further reading
• Tips: How to impress as a runner
• Screen Skills: Production Runner

• Beyond Reality: What is a production runner?

On a film set, the camera department is responsible  
for shooting the images and for the selection, use and 
maintenance of the cameras.

The director of photography is head of the camera  
department and works closely with the director to devise 
the “look” of the film. They choose cameras, lenses and 
work closely with the lighting department.

On big budget films, the camera team usually includes 
one or two camera operators (who handle the camera), 
a focus puller (who makes sure the image is sharp) and a 
data wrangler (who makes copies of digital clips) and the 
camera assistant.

The camera assistant has two main responsibilities. First, 
they make sure the required camera equipment is available 
for each shot and in peak working condition. Second,  
they mark each shot with a clapper board so everyone 
concerned, and especially the editor, can easily locate  
any given set-up and take.

Camera Assistant

When they are on set, some of their other duties include 
keeping track of equipment, putting down marks for  
the actors to stand on so the camera can be focused 
properly, keeping notes and looking after equipment.

Further reading
• Screen Skills: Camera Assistant
• Get in Media: Camera Assistant

Behind every film and television show in  
Australia sit scores, sometimes hundreds,  
of individuals who’ve invested time, energy 
and money in creating and telling those  
stories. Most of those people do what they 
do out of a passionate determination to  
tell Australian stories.  It’s a tough industry -  
always has been. But piracy robs everyone 
in the industry of the right to a commercial 
return for their labours. 

Carmel Travers - Television Producer

“

“

https://www.bbc.co.uk/academy/en/articles/art20130702112136314
https://www.screenskills.com/careers/job-profiles/film-and-tv-drama/production-management/production-runner/
https://beyondrealityau.com/2020/01/25/what-is-a-production-runner-in-reality-tv/
https://www.screenskills.com/careers/job-profiles/unscripted-tv/technical/camera-assistant/
https://hub.fullsail.edu/career-information
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A film actor’s first hour of the day is usually spent with the 
hair and makeup department. Here, accomplished artists 
transform them into their character. On larger films, the 
main actors may each have their own exclusive makeup 
artist. Big stars often bring a makeup artist or hair stylist 
with them. 

The makeup and hairdressing crew have usually completed 
an apprenticeship or special training. They might work in 
hair or beauty salons before joining the film or television 
industry. Extensive research and planning is often needed 
for hair and makeup, particularly for historical dramas. In 
pre-production, the makeup and hairdressing crew plan 
ahead by breaking down the script to determine the  
“look” of every character in the script. 

Hair & Makeup Artist

They meet with the actors and directors to discuss  
characters and work out how the makeup and hair might 
change through the story. Characters might, for example, 
grow older, suffer an injury or their hair might grow longer.  
The makeup and hairdressing crew work in special vans  
with makeup mirrors and change rooms. They arrive on  
location at least an hour and a half before the main crew.  
In the morning, they start preparing the actors in the order  
in which they are required on set.

They stay on set to keep an eye on the makeup and hair 
throughout the day and they check actors before each  
shot. During the day, they are often called on for other  
work. During a fight scene, they may apply fake blood  
and bruises. After fights they might have to show wounds  
and bruises healing. One challenging aspect of this job  
is that films are rarely shot in order. Throughout the shoot, 
they track these changes by taking photographs of the 
actors and maintaining the correct “continuity”. Complicated 
makeup effects - such as a scarred face or a major wound 
- may need prosthetic artists. Prosthetic artists often work 
closely with the special effects and visual effects teams.  
At the end of a shoot, they hand over their continuity photos, 
wash their brushes and sponges, tidy up the makeup van, 
pack their kits, replenish their supplies and, like many others  
on the crew, wait for their next job.

Further reading
• Screenskills: Hair & Makeup Artist
• Get in Media: Makeup Designer
• How Stuff Works: How movie makeup artists work

https://www.screenskills.com/careers/job-profiles/unscripted-tv/craft/hair-and-make-up-artist/
https://hub.fullsail.edu/career-information
https://entertainment.howstuffworks.com/movie-make-up-artist.htm#pt3
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When you see an actor involved in a fall, explosion or fight, 
you are usually watching the work of a stunt performer. 
The ‘stunties’ take on action shots that pose risks to the 
safety of actors.

Due to this risk, stunt and safety teams must meet high 
standards set by the National Stunt Committee. For safety, 
producers need to make sure that they only use qualified 
stunt performers. 

A stunt is any action that needs “extraordinary skill or  
endured discomfort as part of the performance”.  
Examples include: fire burns, being near explosions,  
car crashes, falls, or stunt driving.

There are four grades of stunt personnel:
• Stunt coordinator - qualified to oversee  
 the production of a stunt
• Assistant stunt coordinator - assists the  
 stunt coordinator
• Stunt actor – a qualified and skilled  
 stunt performer
• Stunt action person - qualified to perform in  
 background action and group stunt work under  
 the supervision of a stunt coordinator.

A lot of rules need to be followed to ensure safety on  
a film set. Safety consultants and supervisors have  
knowledge and expertise which lowers the risk to the  
cast, crew and public. Films complete a safety report 
before shooting, and must follow these recommendations. 
Safety supervisors are on set to make sure stunts are  
performed safely.

Stunt Performer

During pre-production, the stunt coordinator reads the 
script to work out how stunts will be performed. They  
discuss the costs with the production manager. Costs 
might include preparing the location, the number of  
stunt performers required and any stunt equipment.

Actors may need special training to prepare them for 
stunts, for example fighting, shooting, working with  
animals or activities such as skiing or bike riding. The stunt 
coordinator choreographs action, such as fights or car 
chases. They work out exactly what the actors will do  
and when the stunt performers will step in. 

Further reading
• How Stuff Works: How stuntmen work
• Backstage: How to become a stunt performer

I’m an actor and a stuntman and have 
worked on both large international films like 
Hacksaw Ridge and Wolverine, as well as local 
productions like The Railway Man. Contrary 
to the general belief, I’m neither overpaid, 
nor am I rich.  In fact, I have to supplement 
my freelance acting roles by working as a 
personal trainer.  The residuals I earn from 
those films are critical to my ability to have 
a home, feed a family and school my kids.   
Every single illegal download or stream is lost 
revenue for me. I wish all those people who 
profess to love films, but refuse to pay for 
them, could see the impact that has on my 
ability to make a reasonable living.

 Masa Yamaguchi - Actor & Stuntman

“

“

https://entertainment.howstuffworks.com/stuntmen.htm
https://www.backstage.com/magazine/article/how-to-become-a-stuntperson-65905/
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On big budget films, a vehicle supervisor organises, main-
tains and manages the vehicles required for a film shoot. 
The most frequent cause of delay on film sets is vehicle 
breakdown. Because every delay can cost a lot of money, 
a vehicle supervisor is desirable even on films with few 
vehicles. On a big film—particularly historical, action or 
science fiction films—it is essential. 

The vehicle supervisor is part of the art department. 
They are usually trained as a motor mechanic or  
industrial designer.

In pre-production, the vehicle supervisor breaks down the 
script to work out the required vehicles. What model? 
What colour? Do they need modification for stunts?  
Do they blow up or crash during the film? In this sense, 
cars go through a similar casting process to actors. 
For safety, actors generally don’t drive during a film shoot. 
The cars are usually mounted in front of a green screen 
or towed behind trucks so they appear to move.

Vehicle Supervisor

There is often at least one experienced mechanic on set 
with a support truck including car parts, tyres, patches 
and paints. 

Even if all goes smoothly, filming with moving vehicles is a 
slow process. A simple tracking shot of actors chatting in 
a car will involve a long string of vehicles. There is a lead 
car to be sure the road is clear. There is a low loader with 
the “hero” car on its trailer. There is also a tracking vehicle 
with the director, camera and sound crew. Safety vehicles 
follow to warn other traffic. For every take, this convoy 
has to find an area where it can safely turn around and 
start again.

Just imagine what was involved for the vehicle supervisor 
for the tank car chase sequence in The Fast and the 
Furious! This is why “blue screen” and “green screen” are 
popular solutions to shooting vehicle action. Have a look 
at this behind the scenes video from The Great Gatsby.  
https://vimeo.com/68451324

Further reading
• Get in Media: Picture car coordinator
• The Man behind the Machines –  
 Ted Moser, Picture Car Coordinator

https://hub.fullsail.edu
https://www.motionpictures.org/2015/04/the-man-behind-the-machines-ted-moser-picture-car-coordinator/
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A picture editor’s main responsibility is to edit the film 
footage shot on location to create an entertaining film. 
The main picture editor cuts/edits the film and may work 
with one or two assistant editors, depending on the size 
of the project. Once the image is ‘locked’, sound editors 
start work on the dialogue and sound effect tracks, and 
the music editor adds the music. 

In films that contain a lot of computer generated  
imagery (CGI), the editor works with the visual effects  
supervisor, creating detailed storyboards to make  
complex visual effects possible.

Editor

During the shoot, the editor receives footage from the 
shoot (called rushes or dailies) and assembles each scene. 
There might be a shot missing – a character falls off a 
ladder, but we haven’t got the close-up of a foot slipping 
off the rung. The relevant people are advised and the 
crew ‘picks up’ these shots or organises a reshoot. 

At the end of each week, the producer and director view 
an assembly of cut scenes with the editor, and might 
make further creative changes as the shoot proceeds.
In post-production, the long hours in a dark room begin. 
The editor assembles the film in script order, using the 
best takes as selected by the director. They work closely 
to improve the cut. Some scenes are shortened, some 
removed, even the order of the story might change.  
Every decision is to improve the experience for audiences 
- to make it more dramatic, or funnier, or scarier.

With this fine cut complete, the film is screened to the 
distributor and investors, who might ask for changes to 
make sure the film appeals to its intended audience.

Further reading
• Career Girls: Film and video editors
• Screen Skills: Editor
• How Stuff Works: What does a film editor do?

I’m a film editor and I sometimes hear the argument that piracy only affects wealthy “Hollywood” 
elites. In reality, the thousands of cast and crew who work on films are reliant on a healthy film 
and television production industry.  Piracy not only undercuts the revenue of films and TV shows, 
it also severely impacts the ability to secure financing for future projects.  When fewer films are 
made, there is less work for ordinary people like me.  We want to continue to work on films that 
bring joy to audiences around the world.

Jason Ballantine - Editor “The Great Gatsby”

“

“

https://www.careergirls.org/career/film-video-editor/
https://www.screenskills.com/careers/job-profiles/film-and-tv-drama/post-production/editor/
https://entertainment.howstuffworks.com/film-editor1.htm
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Visual effects (VFX) supervisors have a crucial role to 
manage the skilled artists and technicians who help  
create the final product seen on screen.

The VFX supervisor has two main tasks. They create digital 
effects that cannot be achieved in live action filming and 
enhance images filmed on location.

Many Australian VFX companies are very successful  
internationally and VFX artists often work overseas.  
Their work can be seen in films like The Great Gatsby, 
Gravity and The Lego Movie. 

Visual Effects Supervisor

Some VFX studios specialise in particular kinds of work, 
such as simulating water or dust storms. Depending on 
the size of the film and its budget, a VFX team can range 
from one to several hundred people.

The VFX supervisor often helps to create characters  
and plan action sequences. In a process called 
‘previsualisation’, they create a basic animation of  
each scene. This helps others understand how the  
scenes will be shot and what is needed.

In many cases, the VFX teams work on specific shots 
while the film is being edited. The process of passing the 
effects shots to the editor is called “turn over”. The VFX 
supervisor has a wide understanding of both technical 
and creative decisions. They work on the film to the end 
of post-production by polishing effects until the film is 
finished. The VFX team may be involved in the creation of 
websites and games to support the film’s release.

Further reading
• Screen Skills: Visual Effects Supervisor
• Get in Media: Visual Effects Supervisor
• How Stuff Works: How special effects artists work

Music plays a huge role in movies. Many films incorporate 
both existing music and original music composed  
specifically for the film.

In pre-production, the composer reads the script  
and meets with the director to discuss how music  
can support their vision for the film.

The composer usually starts work on a film in post- 
production, when the final cut is locked. In “music spotting 
sessions”, the director, editor and composer watch scenes 
to decide where to include music and how the music can 
support the emotional intentions of the director. 

The music is generally composed with music software,  
such as Logic, Cubase or Protools. On lower-budget films, 
the final music may be entirely electronic. On major films, 
the music can be recorded in a professional studio with live 
musicians. This could be anything from a small ensemble to 
a full symphony orchestra.

Once finished, the sound mixer cuts the music into the 
finished film. The final job of the composer or music 
supervisor is to create the music cue sheets. These list 
the music played and the names of all the musicians. This 
allows copyright societies to give money to composers and 
musicians when their music appears in film and television.

Music Composer

Composing film music can be a solitary pursuit on  
low budget films. On a big budget film, it involves an 
enormous team of many creative and dedicated people. 
Music is, ultimately, a powerful part of films that  
enhances the viewing experience.

Further reading
• How Stuff Works: How composers work
• Screen Skills: Composer
• Khan Academy: What does a film composer  
 for media do?

https://www.screenskills.com/careers/job-profiles/visual-effects-vfx/on-set/vfx-supervisor/
https://hub.fullsail.edu/career-information
https://entertainment.howstuffworks.com/special-effects-artist.htm
https://entertainment.howstuffworks.com/film-composer.htm
https://www.screenskills.com/careers/job-profiles/animation/post-production/composer/
https://www.khanacademy.org/college-careers-more/career-content/design-create-perform/composer/a/what-does-a-composer-do
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Distribution companies license the rights to release  
films into cinemas in specific global territories, such as  
Australia. Some distributors belong to studios such as Disney 
and Universal that may have produced the film they are 
releasing. Other distribution companies, many of which are 
Australian-owned, buy the rights to license independent local 
and international films to screen in Australian cinemas. 

Distributors are responsible for making audiences aware of  
a film and aim to get them interested in coming to cinemas 
to see the film.

A team of distribution executives develops the campaign 
for a film, which involves setting the release date, planning 
which cinemas it will screen in, and developing an advertising 
campaign to attract audiences to the cinema.

Distribution Executive

Distributors can come on board to distribute a film that 
has already been completed or they can be involved 
from script stage: co-producing the film by providing 
money to fund it as well as looking after its distribution.

The managing director works closely with a sales team 
to work out the best date for a film’s release and where 
it will screen; which includes how many screens, which 
locations and how many sessions they would ideally like 
the film to play. They arrange for cinemas to see the film 
when it is finished and are responsible for getting the 
classification rating for the film in Australia, for example, 
G, PG or M.

The distribution company works with cinemas to promote 
the film, discussing how it will be advertised in cinema 
foyers and on trailers screened in “pre-shows”.

The distribution company may also arrange premieres to 
raise market awareness and generate publicity to interest 
audiences in seeing the film. They also create social  
media campaigns for films to create a positive “buzz” 
about the movie.

Distributors earn their money from a percentage of  
ticket sales in cinemas. They can receive money from  
other sales, for example, from DVD or Blu-Ray sales, 
streaming services, television or when the film is shown  
on aeroplanes. 

Further reading
• Screen Skills: Distribution Executive

The marketing of a film is crucial to its success. Effective
advertising, publicity and promotions help films reach a  
larger audience. The marketing team works within a  
distribution company and manages advertising campaigns 
and strategies. The marketing team decides a film’s target 
audience (for example, is it for young or old audiences,  
or animal lovers, or fans of horror films), release date,  
promotions and generally how to market the film.

They will work with the filmmakers to develop the trailer  
and poster unless these have been provided by the  
international distributor. The marketing budget depends  
on what the distributor thinks the film can earn in cinemas. 
The marketing team manages all advertising. This might  
include TV commercials, billboards, online ads and radio spots.

The marketing manager works closely with a publicity  
team to create buzz around the film’s release date.  
They will organise interviews with the cast, arrange  
screenings for reviewers or create cross promotions.  
These are ads where other brands - such as fast food  
outlets, toymakers, fashion labels or car companies -  
help to promote the film. 

The promotions staff also do other promotions, such as 
giveaways on the radio to win tickets. They pick media 
outlets that can best reach the film’s target audience.

Further reading
• Screen Skills: Marketing Manager
• Get in Media: Marketing Manager
• How Stuff Works: How movie marketing works

Marketing Manager

https://www.screenskills.com/careers/job-profiles/film-and-tv-drama/sales-and-distribution/distribution-executive/
https://www.screenskills.com/careers/job-profiles/film-and-tv-drama/sales-and-distribution/marketing-manager/
https://hub.fullsail.edu
https://entertainment.howstuffworks.com/movie-marketing.htm
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A film programmer is responsible for choosing which  
films play, and how often they are shown, in their cinemas. 
Film programmers may work for a single cinema or an 
entire chain.

Film programmers need to consider many factors when 
deciding how often films will play, including:

• the agreements reached with distribution  
 companies
• the length of films
• how many people generally come to see  
 that genre movie
• the particular taste of the audience that  
 usually visits their cinemas.

Most film programmers will tell you the best part of their 
job is watching hundreds of movies every year to decide 
which ones will screen in their cinema, based on which  
they think audiences will like.

New films open on a Thursday and generally, their first 
weekend box office is extremely important as demand for 
the film will determine how many times it screens the next 
week. Sometimes in this cut-throat business, if a film can’t 
find a big audience on its opening weekend, its sessions are 
cut dramatically or it may even be taken off.

Monday is programming day, when film programmers  
consider the schedule for the next week based on the 
ticket sales from the previous weekend.

Other responsibilities include: managing the cinema,  
ordering supplies, designing advertising, running the  
technical side of screenings, or managing foyer displays.

Film programmers, along with producers, distributors  
and investors, pay close attention to online film piracy. 
Once a copy of the film is uploaded, it can reach millions 
of people, decrease the potential revenue of the film 
and impact the many people who work in cinemas  
across Australia.

Further reading
• Screen Skills: Film Programmer

Most Australians want to see their local  
cinema continue to provide a place to  
escape to see a movie, as well as to see  
the many thousands of jobs in Australian 
cinemas continue. You can help by accessing 
movies legitimately – from TV, subscription 
services and legal websites – or see it first 
on the big screen at your local cinema.

Scott Seddon - President of the Independent  
Cinema Association & cinema owner

“

“

Film Programmer

https://www.screenskills.com/careers/job-profiles/film-and-tv-drama/sales-and-distribution/film-programmer/
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Lesson 3:

Duration
100 minutes

Learning intention
Learn more about cinematography, including shot size, camera angle and camera movement.

What you’ll need
• A camera or tablet
• Editing software, such as iMovie or Windows Movie Maker

Getting started
Last class, you started to learn more about the roles throughout the film production process. These roles included: 

ASSISTANT DIRECTOR

On a film production, the director is concerned with the creative side of filmmaking - which includes performances,  
lighting and camera movement. The assistant director helps by ensuring that the set is well-organised and people  
know where they need to be.

CAMERA ASSISTANT

The camera assistant has two main responsibilities. First, they make sure the required camera equipment is available  
for each shot and in peak working condition. Second, they mark each shot with a clapper board so everyone  
concerned, and especially the editor, can easily locate any given set-up and take.

Understanding  
cinematography
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DISTRIBUTION EXECUTIVE

Distribution companies license the rights to release films into cinemas in specific global territories, such as Australia.  
Distributors are responsible for making audiences aware of a film and aim to get them interested in coming to  
cinemas to see the film.

EDITOR

An editor’s main responsibility is to cut footage together to create an entertaining film. 

FILM PROGRAMMER

A film programmer is responsible for choosing which films play, and how often they are shown, in their cinemas.  
Film programmers may work for a single cinema or an entire chain.

HAIR AND MAKEUP ARTIST

Responsible for the hair and makeup styling of actors. 

MARKETING MANAGER

Marketing managers organise the advertising campaigns and strategies for promoting films and reaching audiences.

MUSIC COMPOSER

Music composers write the original music for a film. 

PRODUCER

The producer handles the business side of filmmaking. It’s the producer’s job to finish the film on time and on  
budget and ensure it delivers the creative vision promised to the investors.

PRODUCTION DESIGNER

The production designer works with the director, producer and the director of photography to develop the ‘look’  
of a film. They have overall responsibility for studio sets, location construction, set dressing, props, vehicles, animals  
and weapons.

RUNNER

Runners spend their days completing odd jobs on a film set. These jobs may include photocopying, picking up  
actors, delivering packages, returning equipment, organising coffee and generally being useful.

STUNT PERFORMER

When you see an actor involved in a fall, explosion or fight, you are usually watching the work of a stunt performer.  
The ‘stunties’ take on action shots that pose risks to the safety of actors.

VEHICLE SUPERVISOR

On big budget films, a vehicle supervisor organises, maintains and manages the vehicles required for a film shoot. 

VISUAL EFFECTS SUPERVISOR

The visual effects supervisor has two main tasks. They create digital effects that cannot be achieved in live  
action filming and enhance images filmed on location.



Undertaking a film production means that you have to work cooperatively with others and undertake a range of roles  
normally done by highly skilled professionals. It’s a difficult process but you will learn a lot about technology and  
cooperation along the way. 

Activity: Understanding cinematography
Before you start thinking about making a film, read the following information to learn more about shot size, camera  
movement and camera angle. Decisions to use a particular shot size, angle or camera movement or technique  
influence the emotional impact of the scene - helping to make it funnier, more frightening, more dramatic or  
whatever serves the purpose of the film.

On the following pages check out examples of different shot sizes and angles.

SHOT SIZE

• EXTREME WIDE OR EXTREME LONG SHOT (EWS/ELS): Often used at the beginning of a scene to  
 show where the scene will take place, this type of shot is often called an establishing shot.
• WIDE SHOT OR LONG SHOT (WS/LS) : In a long shot, it is usually possible to pick out individuals but  
 there is also a lot of background.
• FULL SHOT (FS): A full shot shows a character from head to toe. This shot is often used as a ‘master shot’  
 for the scene, showing all the action that occurs.
• MEDIUM SHOT (MS) : A medium shot, or mid shot, is often used when filming conversations. It is one of the  
 most frequently used shots in film and television.
• MEDIUM CLOSE UP (MCU): A shot between a medium shot and close up.
• CLOSE UP (CU) : A close-up usually shows a character’s face. Often used when shooting conversations,  
 this is also one of the most frequently used shot sizes in film and television.
• EXTREME CLOSE UP (ECU) : Used to show small details, like a character’s eyes.

CAMERA ANGLE 

• OVERVIEW OR BIRD’S EYE VIEW : The camera is positioned directly above the subject.  
 This is often used in wide/establishing shots, where the camera flies over city streets.
• HIGH ANGLE : The camera is positioned above the subject, looking down at an angle.  
 This angle makes the subject appear smaller and powerless.
• EYE LEVEL : This is the most commonly used camera angle in film and television.  
 This angle creates a sense of realism because this is how we see the world.
• LOW ANGLE : The camera is positioned below eye level, looking up, to imply a sense of power and dominance.

CAMERA MOVEMENT
• STATIC: A static shot is a shot that is motionless, usually filmed on a tripod for stability.
• DOLLY: A dolly is any sort of moving platform that a camera is mounted on. Professional camera crews  
 often lay down tracks, which the camera can be moved along. A ‘dolly in’ is when the camera moves  
 closer to a subject; a ‘dolly out’ is when it moves further away.
• PAN: The camera turns left and right on a tripod.
• TILT: The camera tilts up and down on a tripod.
• CRANE: The camera is mounted on a crane, helping filmmakers to achieve dynamic overhead shots.
• HANDHELD: Handheld camera movement is often used to achieve a sense of realism because audiences 
 are used to seeing this style of camera movement in documentaries. Poor use of handheld camera movement 
 is one of the shortcomings of many first time filmmakers, use a tripod or other device to keep your shots stable!

Learning more
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Share what you filmed with the class. 
Now you’ve had a chance to think  
carefully about shot size, camera angle 
and camera movement, you’re ready to 
start thinking about making a short film.

Wrapping it up
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• GIMBAL: A device that allows camera operators to achieve smooth, fluid camera movement.
• ZOOM: The lens of a camera is used to magnify an image.
• TRACKING SHOT : A tracking shot is when the camera follows a subject - on a dolly, steadicam or handheld.
• POINT OF VIEW : A point of view shot shows what a character is looking at. To achieve a point of view shot,  
 you need a shot of your character looking at something. This is usually a close-up or medium shot. 
 You then cut to a shot of what they’re looking at.

Activity: Practicing cinematography

Using a camera or your tablet, go into the school yard and capture the following types of shots. As you are recording 
them, have someone off screen explaining what they mean: 

• SHOT SIZE: Extreme long shot, long shot, full shot, medium shot, medium close up, close up, extreme close up. 
• CAMERA ANGLE: Overshot, high angle, eye level, low angle. 
• CAMERA MOVEMENT: Static shot, pan, tilt, handheld, tracking, point of view. 

Return to class and edit your shots together.



Shot sizes & angles
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EXTREME WIDE SHOT OR EXTREME LONG SHOT
The subject appears small in the location

FULL SHOT
Head-to-toe shot 
of the subject

WIDE SHOT OR LONG SHOT
Balances the subject and the location context

MEDIUM SHOT
Roughly a shot of 
the subject from 
knees up

CLOSE UP
The subject’s  
face fills the 
frame

MEDIUM CLOSE UP
Head and shoulders of the  
subject (or from chest up)

EXTREME  
CLOSE UP
A detail (e.g. eyes)
fill the frame



Shot sizes & angles
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OVERVIEW OR BIRD’S EYE VIEW

HIGH ANGLE

EYE LEVEL LOW ANGLE

UNDERSHOT
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Lesson 4:

Developing a story
Duration
100 minutes

Learning intention
Learn how to write a treatment for a film.

What you’ll need
• A dice
• Idea development sheet
• Story outline sheet

Getting started
Last class, you learned about shot size, camera angle  
and camera movement. Share one of the videos that  
you made to revise these concepts.

Activity: Learning about story structure
All films begin with a good story.

As a first time filmmaker, it is important to keep your 
story simple. It needs to be something that you can film 
at school, in a single location, with no more than two or 
three actors. We’re also going to aim to make a film no 
more than two minutes long so we can practice filming 
and editing it well. 

Before you start thinking about a film that you would  
like to make, you will need to learn more about what 
filmmakers call three act narrative structure. 

Put simply, every story has a beginning, middle and end. 
Screenwriters call these three stages Act 1, Act 2 and 
Act 3. 

ACT 1: The first part of a story sets up the character. 
The audience learns a little bit about who they are, 
including their personality. After setting up the character, 
an event occurs that causes some kind of problem that 
the character needs to overcome. Screenwriters call this 
the ‘catalyst’ or ‘inciting event’. 

ACT 2: In the second part of a story, the characters try 
to overcome this problem and achieve their goal. Things 
don’t go well and they suffer setbacks and failures. Just 
when it looks like they might not succeed, they decide 
what they have to do to solve the problem. 

ACT 3: The end of a story includes the climax, which is 
the most dramatic scene in the story and often ends 
with the main character achieving their goal. The storyline 
is usually resolved neatly. 

Activity: Developing an idea
Use the following table to develop a logline for your  
story. This is a sentence that describes the storyline of 
your film - including the main character, their goal and 
a hint of what the resolution will involve. These ideas can 
hopefully all be filmed at school.



Idea development

WORKSHEET 1:

Use dice and the above table to create a logline for a short film that has a character, a catalyst and hints at the  
resolution of your film, e.g. A bully is afraid to return a library book but things work out well when they get the help  
of a friend. Remember, you can experiment with different combinations and even add little details of your own.  
In the end, you should have a simple idea that can be filmed at school and will form the basis for a two minute film.

Stealing content has a direct impact on writers by denying them valuable 
royalties that they would otherwise be entitled to from paying audiences. 
Piracy also has an indirect impact on our ability to tell our unique stories,  
with production companies and funding bodies less likely to commission  
and support new Australian works in future.

Jan Sardi - Screenwriter of The Notebook, Shine & The Secret River 

“

“
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Character Catalyst Resolution

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

A nerd…

A bully…

A video gamer…

A cool kid…

A basketball player…

A popular kid…

A teacher’s pet…

…is confused to discover that no 
one else is at school…

…is afraid to return a library book 
because it’s late…

…forgets their lunch…

…sees something they’re afraid of…

…forgets something important…

…is upset that they’ve failed a test…

…sends a silly message on social media…

…things work out well when they get 
the help of a friend. 

…things are resolved when someone 
points out an obvious solution. 

…things work out when they work out a 
clever way around the problem. 

…things work out when they use one 
of their special skills. 

…things work out when they make 
an important discovery.

…things work out with the guidance 
of a teacher. 

…things turn out fine with a little 
teamwork. 
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Story development sheet

WORKSHEET 2:

Act 1 Act 2 Act 3

Logline: 

Hint: Find a way to set up your character 
visually. Get to the catalyst quickly. 

Hint: Have your character try to resolve the 
situation in some kind of quirky or hilarious way. 

Hint:Tie up the story quickly!

Activity: Developing your story

Use the following table to develop an outline for your story. The outline will simply be three paragraphs that describe  
everything that happens in your story. When you are writing an outline, remember you can only include those things  
that you see on screen. 

Props

Make a list of the props that you will require to film these scenes. 
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Sample story

WORKSHEET 2:

Act 1 Act 2 Act 3

Logline: A bully is afraid to return a library book but things work out well when they get the help of a friend.

Hint: Find a way to set up your character 
visually. Get to the catalyst quickly. 

Hint: Have your character try to resolve the 
situation in some kind of quirky or hilarious way. 

Hint:Tie up the story quickly!

An establishing shot of the school. 
A shot of John, as he walks in through the 
school gate. He is wearing a black leather 
jacket and carrying a book in his hand. 
There is guitar music in the background. 
A close up of his face as he scowls at 
someone. 

A close up of that person reacting. They look 
scared and run away. 

Jane walks into the shot. She looks down at 
the book. “Hey, wasn’t that book supposed to 
be returned last week? You’re going to be in 
so much trouble.” John looks scared.  

He runs out of shot. 

There is an empty shot of a part of the 
school yard. John is creeping slowly,  
exaggeratedly towards the library. 

John peers around a corner. 

There is a point of view shot of the library. 
He jumps when a voice behind him says, 
“What are you doing?” 

There is a shot of his friend, Jarrod, standing 
behind him. 

“I’m afraid to return this book because it’s 
late!” 

Jarrod: “I think I’ve got just the solution.”

Action music plays. 

There is a shot of: glue, scissors, masking 
tape being unrolled. 

They put the library book into an envelope. 
A shot of John writing on some paper,  
Jarrod smiles and pats him on the shoulder. 
Cut to a shot of John creeping up to the 
library and placing the package on the 
doorstep. 

Cut to a close up of the package with the 
words ‘SORRY’ written in large letters and 
surrounded by stars and rainbows. 

John and Jarrod give each other a high five 
and the credits roll.

Breakdown of script elements:

Actors: John, person, Jane, Jarrod.

Locations: Exterior school, school gate, school yard, school passage/corner, exterior school library.

Props/Costumes: Leather jacket (John), school uniform (person, Jane, Jarrod), library book, glue,  
scissors, masking tape, pen, envelope. 

Music: Guitar music, action music.
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Activity: Thinking about copyright

As you are developing the idea for your film, now is the time to start thinking about copyright. People who work in the 
media expect to be paid for their hard work. When it comes to your own filmmaking, this means that you have to think 
carefully about how you use other people’s copyrighted work, such as stories and music. 

WHAT IS COPYRIGHT?

Copyright is a legal term to describe the rights that creators have over their work such as films, TV shows, books, music, 
paintings and sculpture to computer programs, databases, advertisements, maps and technical drawings. There may be 
many different types of copyright in one work, for example in a film or TV program there will be music and a script (story) 
which are both protected.

WHAT DOES COPYRIGHT DO?

Copyright gives the copyright owner the right to control how their material is used or monetised. Depending on the type 
of material, the activities a copyright owner can generally control include:

• Making copies (for example, by scanning, photocopying, burning, uploading to a server or duplicating)
• Making translations or arrangements
• Making material available to people from websites
• Emailing to colleagues, customers or clients, and
• Performing, screening or playing material - in public - (that is, not just for family or friends).

WHO OWNS COPYRIGHT?

The first owner is usually the creator of the material, but there are various exceptions to this general rule. For example,  
if someone creates something as part of his or her job, the employer might own copyright. People involved in the  
creation of copyright material can also reach agreement about who will own copyright.

There may be several different copyright owners within one work - for example in a recorded song, different people or 
organisations may own copyright in the lyrics, in the music, in any arrangement of the music or translation of the lyrics,  
and in the recording. An owner can sell their copyright to other people. Copyright may also be given away, bequeathed 
and inherited.

In a film or TV program, the investors and financiers may share part of the copyright and be entitled to a share of the 
revenue. For example, if a television network has commissioned (and paid for) a production company to make a drama 
series, they will own a negotiated share of the copyright and be entitled to any share of sales of the series to other  
networks (overseas) or online subscription services or Pay Per View platforms.

WHY DOES COPYRIGHT EXIST?

Copyright laws encourage people to spend their time, talent, energy and resources on creating things such as books,  
music, software and films that are beneficial to society. Copyright laws are needed because it takes a lot of time and 
work and often a lot of money to make the things we all enjoy. Copyright gives creators the right to earn revenue from 
that effort and investment.

Digital technology makes it very easy to copy without permission and take this work without paying for it. Copyright laws, 
just like laws about stealing physical property, exist to stop that behaviour by protecting the copyright owner’s ability to  
sell or license their rights in a legally protected way so they can earn a living from the work and go on to create or  
invest in the creation of more books, films, software and games for our enjoyment and benefit.
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Copyright laws recognise that if you have bought one copy of a film (for example on DVD or a legal download) you have 
not bought copyright in the film itself - which might have cost millions of dollars and the work of thousands of people to 
make. You have bought one copy of that film for you to view and enjoy whenever you want. You have not bought the right 
to copy that film to give to your friends to keep, or show the film in public.

Copyright owners sometimes use TPMs (technological protection measures) to prevent people from illegally copying their 
works and infringing their copyright - individuals are not allowed to break the encryption to access or copy films or  
copyright material. That would be like breaking the lock on someone’s house leaving all their possessions unprotected.

WHAT TYPES OF MATERIAL CAN BE PROTECTED BY COPYRIGHT?

Material that can be protected by copyright includes:

• words (such as novels, textbooks, plays, newspaper articles)
• computer code (such as computer programs)
• music
• movement (such as dance, mime)
• two-dimensional images (such as paintings, photographs, logos, plans, charts)
• three-dimensional objects (such as buildings, jewellery, craft works, sculptures)
• audiovisual material (such as films, television shows, computer games, television advertisements -

note that the protection here is separate from any music or storyline or script)
• recorded sounds (such as recorded musical performances, recorded interviews, MP3 files, podcasts).

Activity: Writing Activity

SCENARIO

A friend has uploaded your finished film to a website without your permission and is collecting advertising revenue 
from the video. It’s a small amount of money but you are concerned they are using your work without your  
permission. Write a polite, formal email requesting that they take the video down. 

FEATURES OF AN EMAIL

Subject line - The subject line of an email should give a clear indication of what the email is about. 
Salutation - At the beginning of the email, begin with the person’s name and title. If the email is formal, 
it is always a good idea to begin with ‘Dear’. 
Full sentences - Your email should be written in full sentences. 
Paragraphs - Dividing your ideas into short paragraphs about particular ideas makes it easier to read. 
Style - Formal emails should avoid slang and emojis. 
Signing off - Politely end your email with ‘Kind regards’ or ‘Warm regards’ and your name. 

SAMPLE EMAIL

Dear Thomas, 

Thank you for helping out on my film. We appreciate you taking on a small role in the movie and helping us stay 
organised on location. 

We noticed that you have uploaded the film to your own YouTube channel. While we appreciate your enthusiasm 
for the finished product, we were hoping that you could remove this copy of the film. We want all of the views  
and likes to go to the official version of the video. Additionally, people who have seen the film at festivals may  
wish to contact us online. Having multiple copies of the film means that they might not be able to get in touch. 

For these reasons, we’re hoping that you are able to take down the video. 

Thanks in advance. 
Emma
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Activity: Thinking about music
Music is one of the most important considerations when you are making a film. Are you planning to use particular songs in 
your work?

‘Creative Commons’ is a movement that encourages people to give very broad permissions for other people to use their 
material, using standardised licence terms and conditions. For example, one of the Creative Commons licences allows 
other people to use the material however they wish without payment, provided the creator is acknowledged, and provided 
information about the Creative Commons licence is included when the material is reused. There are lots of different types 
of Creative Commons licences, so make sure you always read the terms and conditions of these before applying them to 
your work or using material licensed under such a licence. You can find Creative Commons alternatives to the songs you 
would like to use on sites like www.bensound.com and incompetech.filmmusic.io.

Take some time to find songs from these sites that might suit the style of your movie. Remember to give the artists  
credits at the end of your film!

Share your story with the class.  
Next time, you’ll be taking on the  
role of screenwriters and  
storyboard artists!

Wrapping it up

Australia has a vibrant original film music community with a large number of  
composers making a living from their original works. The cornerstone of which  
is the concept of copyright, without which their works would simply not enjoy  
protection from theft.  Furthermore, as part of the wider filmmaking community, 
composers depend on a financially viable film and TV sector and protection of the 
end product, the very movies themselves, is essential to their ongoing employment.  

Guy Gross - Screen Composer 

“

“

https://www.bensound.com
https://incompetech.filmmusic.io
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Lesson 5:

Shotlist & storyboarding
Duration
100 minutes

Learning intention
Learn how to shotlist and storyboard a film.

What you’ll need
• A digital camera or tablet
• A shotlist sheet
• Presentation software such as Microsoft  
 Powerpoint or Google Slides

Getting started
Last class, you developed your own story outline.  
Form a small production team with five of your  
classmates. Taking turns, each read the outlines of  
your stories. As a team, you have 10 minutes to discuss 
the idea that is most entertaining and achievable.  
Share that idea with the class. Before you start thinking 
about a film that you would like to make, you will need  
to learn more about what filmmakers call three act 
narrative structure. 

Activity: Shotlist
Storyboarding is an essential part of planning a film. It’s an 
opportunity to think about each of the shots you’ll need 
to tell your story. Before you start storyboarding, creating 
a shot list is absolutely essential, allowing you to imagine 
what the film will look like before you commit yourself to 
the time consuming process of creating your storyboards. 
A shot list is exactly what it sounds like, a list of all of the 
shots in your film. Use the sheet below to write a shot list 
for your film. This sample shotlist shows you what a good 
shotlist will look like. It will include:

• Scene number. The scene changes when you  
 change time or place. For example, in the  
 sample below, scene one occurs at the school  
 gate, scene two occurs near the library. 
• Shot number. This is the number of the shot  
 within a scene. Start counting the shots again  
 when you begin a new scene.
• Shot size. Use the abbreviations below to  
 indicate  what sort of shot size you will use for a  
 particular shot. Remember that you will need to  
 use medium shots or close ups for dialogue and  
 extreme close ups to show small details. 
• Description. A description of what will be on  
 the screen in a shot. 
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Things to remember:

• Begin each scene with an establishing shot
• Use a medium shot or close up when filming a line of dialogue or showing emotion on a character’s face
• Use extreme close ups to show small details that are important to the story

Sample shotlist

Scene # Shot # Shot size # Description

1 1 LH An establishing shot of the school.

1 5 MS The other person notices him.

1 9 CU A point of view shot of the library book in John’s hand.

1 13 CU
John runs off, accidentally dropping the book, a few seconds go past and  
then he runs back into the shot, picks up the book and runs away again. 

2 3 FS John creeps exaggeratedly through another part of the school yard. 

1 2 LS An establishing shot of a school building. 

1 6 CU John glares. 

1 10 CU
A point of view shot of the library book in John’s hand.
Jane: Hey, wasn’t that book supposed to be returned last week?”

1 14 CU Jane shakes her head in amusement. 

2 4 MS John peers around a corner. 

1 3 FS
John walks in through the school gate. There is someone standing nearby.  
He is carrying a library book in his hand. 

1 7 FS The other person runs away. After a moment, Jane walks into frame. 

1 11 CU John looks shocked. 

2 1 LS A shot of the library. 

2 5 FS John’s POV of the library. 

1 4 MS John looks at the other person. 

1 8 MS Jane looks down at the book.

1 12 CU Jane: “You’re going to be in so much trouble.”

2 2 FS John creeps exaggeratedly through the school yard. 
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Scene # Shot # Shot size # Description

Shotlist

WORKSHEET 1:
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Scene # Shot # Shot size # Description
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Scene # Shot # Shot size # Description
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Activity: Storyboarding
Storyboarding is the process of creating images to show what you plan to film. Use a digital camera or tablet to  
photograph each of the shots you need for your film. Assemble these images in presentation software, such as  
Microsoft PowerPoint or Google Slides. You can include text on the screen to explain what is happening in the shot. 



The internet has opened global  
markets to artists while simultaneously 
undermining business models through 
the theft of creative works. We need 
an internet that works for everyone - 
rather than stacking everything in  
favour of the consumer and losing 
sight of the interests of the artists.

Sue Maslin - Producer, The Dressmaker

“

“
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Share the presentations that you have 
created with your class to show them 
what you are planning to film. 

Remember that next time you have  
this class, you will be making your film -  
make sure you have informed your cast 
(and crew) of the shoot date and time, 
organised for all your required equipment, 
props and costumes to be brought to 
school and arranged permission to  
shoot in your selected locations.

Wrapping it up



COVERAGE: When you are shooting, make sure you get 
enough coverage of every scene. Your shot list will call for a 
number of different shot sizes and camera angles. Always  
plan to shoot more and always shoot a wide shot of all the 
action as your key “reference” shot. The more footage you 
have, the more flexibility you will have during editing. Make  
sure you record for a few seconds before you say ‘Action’  
and after you say ‘Cut’. Always shoot a few close ups of  
relevant items (props) or locations (a door/tree/cloud) as  
these help to smooth over continuity errors.
 
CONTINUITY: Remember that you will probably film a scene 
from different angles. When you cut and move the camera to 
take another shot, make sure your actor does the same thing 
in both takes. When editing, you can cut between these shots 
if the performance is similar.

LIGHTING: Think carefully about the lighting of every single 
shot in your film and light your actors appropriately. One  
common mistake is when actors are standing with the sun  
to their back and their face appears backlit. 

SOUND: When you are filming, make sure there aren’t any  
loud noises nearby. When you are shooting lines of dialogue, 
ensure that you get the camera close so that sound is clear. 

SHOTLIST AND STORYBOARDS: When making your film, 
have your shotlist and storyboards on a clipboard and tick 
off each shot as it’s captured. After crossing off a shot, write 
the file name of the successful take on the shotlist to make 
finding the clip easier when editing.
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Lesson 6:

Shooting your short film
Duration
2 x 100 minute sessions

Learning intention
Learn how to shoot a short film.

What you’ll need
• A digital camera or tablet
• Shotlist
• Storyboards
• Actors
• Props

Getting started
You have just finished your shotlist and storyboards. You  
have held discussions or auditions amongst your group to 
determine who will be the actors in your film and they have 
their scripts. Now it’s time to get shooting! Here are some 
things to think about when \you are shooting your film. 

BLOCKING: When you arrive at your location, talk about 
how you will film the scene and where actors are standing. 
Keep in mind that you will shoot a scene from a number of 
different angles, so try to make sure your characters are 
standing in roughly the same place in every shot. 

KEEP IT STEADY: Poorly filmed handheld shots and zooming 
will make your film look amateurish. Instead, use a tripod and 
film key parts of a scene from different angles. If you don’t 
have a tripod, hold your camera or tablet with two hands 
and keep it close to your body to ensure that it’s steady.
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When you return from filming, look  
over the shots to make sure that you 
didn’t miss anything. Make copies of  
the footage so that everyone has  
something to edit!

Wrapping it up

SLATE: If you are making a complex film, use a slate  
to mark and identify your shots (and scene numbers).  
You don’t need a professional camera slate, a notepad 
and marker will do. This will make it easier to find the 
shots when editing.

ACTION CALLS: Discipline and organisation is essential 
when shooting a film to reduce needless mistakes. On set, 
consider using action calls to make sure everyone is ready 
to go. Director: “Quiet on the set, please. Sound?” Sound 
operator: “Sound rolling.” Camera assistant: “Scene one, 
take one...” Director: “Action!”

STILLS: Make sure someone in your crew takes still shots 
at the shoot, using a camera phone or Digital SLR. You will 
need these for marketing and publicity. Take a mixture of 
horizontal and vertical shots, and some set-ups with cast 
looking down the barrel of the camera.

Learning more
Today you’re going to learn about the filmmaking process by trying it yourself. Remember when you are working in a small 
group that clear and calm communication is important. Working quietly and cooperatively will get the job done efficiently!



Some hints for editing:

CONTINUITY EDITING: When you were filming, you may 
have shot a scene from different shot sizes or camera 
angles. If your actor is doing the same thing in each shot, 
cutting from one shot to another will achieve a smooth 
edit. If the actor is doing something different in each shot, 
you might get a jarring jump cut which can be distracting 
for the audience. 

COLOUR CORRECTION: Sometimes shots might  
not work together because they were shot in slightly  
different light or with different camera settings. Using 
colour correction filters in your editing program is a  
good way to adjust the brightness and saturation of  
your shots to ensure that they fit together better.

FILM LENGTH: It’s often tempting to use all the footage 
you have worked so hard to capture on location. Think 
about the length of the film and the logic of the story 
and take out shots or scenes that are not necessary for 
character development or the story. When you’re making 
a short film, shorter is usually better!
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Lesson 7:

Editing
Duration
2 x 100 minute sessions

Learning intention
Learn how to edit a short film.

What you’ll need
• A tablet or computer with editing software 
• The footage from your film
• Storyboards

Getting started
Take a look back over the footage you shot during  
production. Are there any shots that you are missing?  
Do you need to do pickups? If there are any groups  
who need to get a couple of more shots, maybe  
your teacher can let you film very briefly.

Learning more

Activity: Editing
Editing is the process of selecting the best shots, deciding 
the order in which they appear and the length of each 
shot. The first stage is to assemble a rough cut, with your 
shots in order but not necessarily at their final length.
At rough cut stage you may decide you need a couple  
of extra shots – pick-ups. These are often close-ups to 
make an action clearer, or to show a reaction on a  
character’s face. Shots you don’t need should end up  
“on the cutting room floor”.
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When you are done, show the film to your 
teacher for feedback on any changes 
you can make to improve it!

Wrapping it up

TRANSITIONS: Directly cutting from one shot to another 
is the most common editing transition.  However, your  
editing software will have other transitions such as  
dissolves and wipes which can be used to create  
different effects and moods.

TITLES: When you’re editing your film, it’s good to have  
a title at the beginning and credits at the end so  
everyone is recognised for their hard work. 

Activity: Music
Music can create or enhance mood, tension and atmosphere. However, when you are making a short film, you can’t  
necessarily use your favourite music in the soundtrack. Music is covered by copyright that belongs to both the original 
composer of the song and the musicians who performed it, often via a recording company. 

Find out more here: http://whymusicmatters.com.au/wp-content/uploads/2015/07/fact-sheet-filmmakers.pdf

There are several ways to include music in your film without infringing the copyright and ensuring your soundtrack is legal:

• Write an original piece of music in Garageband or other music software. 
• Record music composed and played by someone you know.
• Download music from Creative Commons music sites such as www.bensound.com.
• Ask your teacher to help you find royalty free music on sites like www.archive.org. 

Of course, the biggest change the industry has seen is the loss of revenue the 
artistic world suffers due to the illegal downloading that goes on, which affects not 
only the artist but the countless people behind the scenes who have been made 
redundant from their work, some several times over. Whilst we can be grateful for 
being able to reach every corner of the globe due to this extraordinary invention, 
my question for anyone who cares to know the truth is: who would be prepared to 
work all week long without getting paid? 

Tina Arena - Artist/Singer

“

“
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Lesson 8:

Promotions
Duration
3 x 100 minutes

Learning intention
Create a poster, trailer and social media campaign  
for your film.

What you’ll need
• A tablet or computer
• Graphic software on your tablet or computer
• Video editing software on your tablet  
 or computer

Getting started
One of the important stages in the film production  
process is marketing a film so that it reaches audiences. 
Who do you think are the people who are most likely to 
want to watch and enjoy your films? What age are they? 
Are they mainly male or female (be careful about  
stereotyping audiences by gender. Did you know that 
women are more likely to watch horror films than men?). 
Are they parents? Professionals? Or your peers? Think 
about how many millions of films and programs are  
available and imagine how you might reach and  
appeal to your intended audience.

There are a number of software packages that publicists 
and ad agencies use to create posters for films, including 
Adobe Photoshop. Today you can pick any of the software 
that you have on your school computers or tablets.  
It’s best to go for something that you’re familiar with. 
Anything that allows you to combine text and images  
will do. You can find some inspiration here: 

https://entertainment.ie/cinema/movie-news/the- 
20-best-movie-posters-ever-made-235309/

https://www.empireonline.com/movies/features/
best-posters/

Activity: Drawing a mockup
Using an A4 sheet of paper and a pencil, design a poster 
for your movie. Remember, your poster should include:
• Title. The title is usually the most prominent  
 text on a poster. 
• Tagline. This is the line that describes your film  
 and is often the most important element of a  
 poster. Think about “There are 3.7 trillion fish in  
 the ocean, they’re looking for one” (tagline for  
 Finding Nemo). Or “No Shield. No Hammer.  
 No Problem.” (tagline for Ant-Man).
• Actors. Remember to list the names of 
 your big stars. 
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Sample: Movie poster

https://pixabay.com/photos/schoolboy-kids-paint-cute-boy-2340803/
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https://icon-library.com/icon/speech-bubble-icon-10.html

One of the ways that films are promoted is via social media.

Activity: Create an Instagram post promoting your film
• Take a single photograph that sums up your film. This might be a still from the film itself.  
 Remember to write an appropriate caption for the image and use appropriate #hashtags.
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Activity: Write a tweet promoting your film
• Create a 240 character tweet promoting your film. Remember that when you’re writing a tweet,  
 every single word counts.
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Activity: Create a movie trailer
Movie trailers are one of the key ways that movies are promoted. They give a sense of the genre and storyline of  
films without giving too much away. Here are some things that you might like to include in your movie trailer:

• CLASSIFICATION ADVICE: Trailers usually feature classification advice. Maybe your film is rated G or PG.  
 Maybe it’s rated A for Awesome! 

• STUDIO LOGO: Trailers usually feature the animated logo of the studio that financed the film at the  
 beginning. Come up with a creative name for your film studio. Maybe it’s 6B Pictures or The Awesome  
 Motion Picture Company.

• HINT AT THE STORY: Use clips from your film to give a hint about what the story is like. Fade ins, fade outs  
 and cross dissolves are also used frequently throughout movie trailers.

• VOICE OVER: Many trailers feature a voice over which helps to convey the narrative to the audience.  
 Don Lafontaine is a voice actor who does many of the voice overs for Hollywood movie trailers. “In a city where   
 anything can happen,” growls Lafontaine. “One man will discover…his true destiny.” Record a dramatic or humorous v/o.

• MUSIC: You can find some fantastic royalty-free music for your trailer on sites like www.bensound.com  
 and incompetech.filmmusic.io  

• TAGLINE: Trailers often feature short phrases which appear on screen, these may be the tagline for the film  
 or serve to reinforce the voice over. This is a good opportunity to use the tagline from your film poster!

• STARS: Movie trailers often prominently feature the names of the film’s stars.

• DIRECTORS AND PRODUCERS: You might also like to let your viewers know who directed the film,  
 e.g. ‘From award-winning director Jarad!”

• TITLE CARD: The title of the film is usually revealed at the end of the trailer. If you’re clever, you will use  
 a similar font or design to your movie poster!

• FIRST BILLED: Credits for the film often appear for a few seconds at the end of the trailer.  
 The title card will often include the actors, writer, director, producers and composer.

• COPYRIGHT: Remember to let people know that they can’t copy the work without your permission.  
 Copyright protection is automatic - creating something like a script or a piece of music or a film  
 automatically creates copyright rights. It’s still a good idea, however, to use the copyright © with your work.

https://incompetech.filmmusic.io
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Activity: Write a letter to a Pirate
After all the hard work you’ve put into creating your film, imagine if someone stole that work from you and used it without 
your consent. Write a letter to the pirate explaining the hard work that you put into your film and why they shouldn’t steal 
another person’s work.  

Your film reflects just a fraction of the time, effort and 
money that goes into making the hundreds of films and 
TV shows that so many of us love to watch. Making a 
film isn’t a 9 to 5, Monday to Friday job. It’s fuelled by a 
passion to bring a project to life for an audience. Many 
people spend years trying to get their movie made -  
with no guarantee of any financial return. Fewer than 
four out of ten movies ever recoup their original  
investment. It’s a very high-risk business. 

One of the biggest threats to the creative industry is 
piracy – the downloading, streaming, screening, copying, 
distribution and/or selling of copyright-protected content 
such as movies and TV shows, without paying for it.

This is why screen content piracy is so concerning to 
film professionals. It’s not only because of the significant 
decrease in box office and ancillary sales, but it’s about 
the ability to finance a film in the first place. When piracy 
impacts the return to investors, they are less likely to 
finance other films. Fewer films = fewer jobs.

Another concern about increasing and widespread  
piracy is that it will discourage people to work in creative 
industries - and make music or film and TV programs -  
if the income from these activities is less certain. Most 
people who work on films and TV are freelance – not 
permanent or full time employees - who earn a modest 
fixed income during production. Their livelihood depends 
on the number of productions they work on and they 
may have long gaps between jobs. The less films made, 
the less they work.

So as you celebrate your terrific work, spare a thought 
for the thousands of artists, technicians and personnel 
such as writers, stunt performers, drivers, set builders  
and painters, costume designers, cinematographers, 
makeup artists, caterers and animal wranglers who  
rely on you to access screen content legitimately.

With your films and their posters complete, organise a screening with your class  
of the wonderful films you’ve made!

Wrapping it up

The fundamental purpose of copyright remains unchanged – to ensure that those 
who take on the risks of creation are appropriately rewarded for their abilities and 
efforts. The illegal downloading of any protected content is a form of theft. I believe 
in strong protections and enforcement mechanisms in support of Australia’s  
creative industries.

George Brandis QC - Former Australian Senator,  
Attorney-General & Federal Minister for the Arts

“

“
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